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Purpose of the STSM
Evaluation of information retrieval methods requires reliable and extensive ground
truths. However, they require human input and therefore are costly to acquire. This is a
serious limitation, especially for emerging search problems and applications.
Crowdsourcing offers efficient and established means to obtain human input. Our
previous joint work on crowdsourcing competitions specifically has been successful in
eliciting human input at scale [1,2] and to variably modulate throughput in
crowdsourcing competitions for streaming scenarios [3]. However, it remains to be
verified whether it will be applicable to the information retrieval domain in practice.
The goal of the proposed short term scientific mission was to prepare an extensive
experimental evaluation of the ability of the crowd to provide real valued judgments in
our framework.

Work Carried out during STSM
During the visit, we worked on the experimental design for our study. We considered a
range of suitable data sets to include in the study and decided on a) tasks requiring truly
real valued judgments and b) a difficult task aiming at evaluating crowd ability, leading
to two experimental evaluations. Both directions are designed to provide insights and
methods on a more general level to inform more traditional relevance judgment designs
as a next step.
For the first direction, our experimental design presents the workers with regression type
tasks and expects real valued input. For the feedback design this leads to a generalized
problem of taking degree of correctness (individual judgment quality) into account. To
this end, we considered solutions that award scores based on absolute error, as well as
rank based feedback where judgments are ranked according to their quality – rewarding

only the most useful judgments.
For the second direction, users are presented with difficult tasks, such as computation
tasks, aimed at evaluating crowd performance. The aim of these experiments is to design
and evaluate collaboration and evaluation methods to improve annotation quality. Our
experimental design will evaluate various forms and levels of collaboration among
workers in groups of different sizes, combined with aggregation methods ranging from
simple averaging to machine learning algorithms.

Main Results
To summarize, as a first step we want pursue two directions that address two aspects that
are specific to relevance judgments:
1. real valued (and ordinal) input
2. challenging or ambiguous tasks
The target of the first experimental evaluation is CIKM 2016. Design of the second study
is in a preliminary state.

Further Collaboration
We will further collaborate on preparing and carrying out the studies designed during the
visit. The future work and collaboration will first follow the two directions described
above: the first direction will focus on system design for obtaining real valued crowd
input; the second direction covers collaboration and input aggregation.
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